
On the Ilccactnie Spicule of Htxactindlida. .OOj

specimens from the Kentei and Ussuii, representing Scliienck'd
" Lagomys hifperboreus, var. cinereo-fusca," are witli'iut dates,

but tlic present series enables mc to determine then) with
contidencc as being respectively summer and winter examples
of one form.

'J'liis animal would appear to be not more than sub.speci-

fically di6tin;;;uisliable from cinereo-ftisca, and as Schrenck
considered that a variety of li'/perborea I do the aanio for

the present form ; but the intergradation with the Tschuktschi
Pika may hereafter prove to be broken, ami the Amur and
]\Iantchurian furms to be worthy of specific separation from
the more northern species.

Ij. Capreolus hedj'ordi^ Thos.

? and two young. Khingan Mts.

LX 1 1 1. —On the Regidar Hexactine Spicule of Uexactinellida.

By R. KiRKPATincK.

The regular hexactine spicule characteristic of Ilexictineliid

sponges has three axes crossing at right angles through a

common centre and corresponding with the axes of the regul.ir

crystalline system; but the silica of which the spicule is

composed is isotropic and amoiphous. What is the meaning
of tilt' form of the regular hexactin* ? Is it due to ])urely

organic causes, or is its shape influenced by its mineral

characters; or do both of these factors contribute ? Further,

if its form is due to biological causes, how have they fashionoil

the regular hexactine shape? Before attempting to suggest

an answer to these questions I will refer to theories already

put forward by Schulze and JMinchin.

The typical Hcxactinellid sponge is a cup-shaped lamina

with a central layer of thimble-shaped flagellated chambers
suspended between an outer dermal and an inner gastral

layer of delicate netwoik. Schulze f was of opinion tliat the

regular hexactine s|iicule came into existence because it was
adapted to support the tliimble-shaped flagellated chambers.

Minchin \ has stated his belief that the S|)icules arose before

tlie flagellated chambers were formed, that the stauractin

preceded the hexactin, and that the symmetry of these two

• I use the term actiue as an adjective, and nctin as a substautive.

t ' Challong-er' IJeport. Ilexactinellida, \*^fil
, p. 604.

X
" A Speculaliou on tlie l'hyloj:euy of the ilexactinellid Sponges,"

Zool. Anzei;^«T, UK).'), xxviii. p. 4,i9.
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forms resulted from the mineral properties of the silica.

Later*, he thoncrht it might bepossihle, by acceptinc: a mocii-

ficalion of Mar?liall's theory of pilicification of circular and

longitudinal sfrai^ds of sarcode (Z. wiss. Zool. xxvii. p. 11^),
" to iind a phylogenetic explanation for tlie origiti of the

rectaneular symmetry without having recourse to supposed

crystalline structure, for which there is no evidence, in the

siliceous material."

]\Iy owni view is that the shape of the regular hexactin is

due to biological causes, tliat the form arose primarily to

support strands of tlie network and not to upliold flagellated

chambers, and that tlie coincidence of the axeswitli those of a

regular crystalline system is, literally, a coincidence.

Schulzef thinks that there is not sufficient evidence to

prove that purely stauractinophoran sponges existed ; for the

supposed stauractins may be reduced hexactins (apparently

as in the autodermalia of the primitive thin-walled Bathi/dorus

Jimlriatus^ F. E. Sch.), or distal rays of hexactins might have

been broken off, or hexactins, though not hitherto observed,

may be present. Again, the fact that autodermal stauractin

megascleres are the first spicules to appear in the larva of

VitrohiUa, may, as Ijima observes (Contiib. iv. p. 52), be

entiiely devoid of phylogenetic significance.

Minchin considered tliat a homocoelous conrlilion must

have preceded the heterocoelous, and that the inner ray of a

hexactin, if present, would inconveniently penetrate an

unfolded collar cell layer, that a square-meshed network

would form convenient spaces for the first ontfoldings of the

choanosomal layer, and that, as the flagellated chambers

arose, radial rays would be added on to the nodes of the

tangential rays, just as quadriradiates arise from triradiates in

Calcarea ; but this hypothesis would not account for tlie

existence of gastrosomal micro-hexactins.

In recent Hexactinellida the hexactins are found not only

in the dermatosome, but also in the gastrosome, where there

can be no question of supporting the convex ends of thimble-

shaped flagellated chambers, but every need for keeping open

the meshes of the trabecular network. Possibly tlie distinc-

tion between megascleres and microscleres first arose when
the choanosome was thrown into folds ; some of the micro-

hexaclins would become maerohexactins, and, later, flexible

dioctins ; but, at first, in a well supported dermal reticulum the

menihrava reticularis possibly could take care of itself.

* "Spon^e-Syicules,-' Ergeb. For<schr. Zool. 1909, p. 268.

t ' Yaldivia ' Hexactinellida, 1904, p. 170.
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Tlie cliaracferistic feature of the Ilcxactinellid sponge
wliirh must liavo existed bot'ore stauractine or hcxactine
spicules arose, ami which pmbahly conditioiio 1 the shape of
those, spicules, is the dcrtnal* .syncytial network.

if purely sfanractiiie spon;;es existed, it was because this

network woidd be extremely thin at first, and Nature would
liave the problem of forminf^ a practically —not, of coun=e,

mathematic;illy —two-dimensional sca(loI(iin<x (/. e. staur-

actine). When in course of time the network grew tliioker,

a three-dimensional scaflohiing would become necessary.

It has been supposed that the biological coiulitions, which
would account for the existence of the regular hexaetitie form,
do not occur, because the meshes of the trabecular network
are of all shapes. It seems to mc that these corxlitions do
actually exist. Nature has a very elusive material to deal

with in the ense of the fluent and contractile sym^ytium of

the Hexaclinellid sponge, and it would be impracticable to

construct a scaffolding that would exactly folio rv the protean

form of a syncytial network.

In the Hexaclinellid sponge, it is not necessary to look

for a perfectly regular network of protoplasmic strands to

account tor a similarly regular network of supporting scat-

folding ; the protoj)lasmic strands of syncytium need only
loosely drape the supporting rods ; they may fill in the sharp
corners, form subsidiary meshes in the cubical compartments,
anil lastly prod out the walls of the cubicle with spanrlrils or

end rays. For the su|)port of three-dimensional spaces of a
network, the most economical and etfii:ient scaffolding is the

cubical one. The selected sclerite has bi;en one with si.x ravs
at right angles, giving support in the direction of length,

breadth, and depth.

Nature, having selected the hexactin, has certainly stereo-

typed her pattern in a wondertul manner. It is always a
surprise to see the axis-cross persisting in long slender

diactine and even in monactine spicules, such as the distil

pronged knob of root-tuft spicules of Hyalonema. No
wonder we are led to account for such phenomena by calling

in tlie mysterious moltcular forces of crystallisation in place

of, or in aid of organic forces acting en vvisse.

Wefind, however, that Nature readily adapts her methods to

the changing requirements. As I have already endeavoured to

provet, when it becomes a question of supporting concentric

lamii:a3 of reticulum, the two tangential axes essential in a

* Dermal, as contrasted with gastral, and inchiding dermato3ouie and
jjastrosome.

t Ann. Mnjr- N. H. 1909, (viii.) vol. iv. p. 179.
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tlivee-dimensioned structure are dispensed with, and the one-

dimensioned prop or standard (amphidisk) is brought into

requisition. Although the amphidisk is probably a reduced

heXadisk, the axis-cross representing the aborted rays is not

in evidence, so completely has the triaxial character been

suppressed.

1£ the coincidence of the primary axes of the spicule with

those of the regular system can be accounted for on grounds

of selection of a form adapted to maintain the patency of a

mesbwork, certain cases of coincidence with secondary planes

of symmetry are easily explained.

The truemicrohexactin of Hyalonema divergens, F. E. Sch.,

and the monoxyhexaster of Bathydorus uncifer are both of

approximately the same shape, i. e. with rays meeting at

right angles in a common centre, and with curved ends

lying in secondary planes of symmetry. In the case of

Hyalonema^ the spicule is a true microhexactin with axial

canals ruiniing to the very points of the rays ; in the

monoxyhexaster, the axial canals only extend a short distance

from the centre. Along with the monoxyhexasters are hemi-

oxyhexasters with some main rays ending in more than one

end ray ; and there is no reason to doubt that the monoxy-
hexasters are reduced from such forms, and that the curved

ends are merely deflected spines or end rays. Whatever theory

one may adopt concerning the micro-hexactins of Hyahnema,
it is difficult, in view of the probable history of the spicules, to

believe that the incidence of the ends of the rays of the mon-
oxyhexaster of B. uncifer msecondary planes of symmetry is

anything more than the result of the stresses and strains of the

strands of contractile meshwork. Similarly, as Schulze has

shown, the pointing of the rays of the discoctaster to the angles

of a cube simply results from centripetal pressure suppressing

the main rays of a hexaster and pressing back the sclero-

blastic end rays (2, 3, 4 or many) till they fuse with

neighbouring rays into secondary main rays ; this incidence

of axes in lines pointing to angles of a cube is a pure

coincidence; frequently "supernumerary thorns" fail to

become fused and do not point to the angles of the cube.

Summary. Keasons are given for the belief

:

(1) That the regular hexactine spicule was primarily

formed in Hexactinellid sponges as being the most econo-

mical and efficient * means for supporting the strands of a

syncytial network ; for, in the gastrosome at any rate, the

microscleres would be useless for upliolding the body or

* The human architect, also, has found that the regular liexactin

is the most convenient form of spicule for constructing his dictronine
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flagellated clianihcrs, but most efficient for the vitally Imporfant

function of keeping open the meshes of the dermal network :

(2) 'Ihat the geometrical forms of cubes, squares, or lines

(hexactins, staiiractins, anijiliidisks) arise in correspondence

with the requirenients for supporting cubical spaces, surfaces,

or concentric laminaj:

(15) That the support of flagellated chambers and of the

botly as a whole was a later need, and was offoctfd by the

development of microsclercs into parenchymal and auxiliary

surface macroscleres :

(4) That the identity of axes of the regular hexactin

uith those of the regular crystalline system is a coincidence,

the real determining factor of the shajie being a biological

one : the axes of a geometrical system are pure abstractions.

The concrete organic filament of the regular hexactin round

which alternating layers of spiculin and silex are formed

is nothing more tlian a model of those abstractions. (It is not

implied, however, that the cylindrical shape of the axial tubes

is to be regarded as an argument against the crystal theory;

for crystals may have curved surfaces.)

LXIV.

—

Descriptions of Oriental Capsidaj.

By \V. L. Distant.

[Continued from p. 454.]

Ilyalopeplus clavaiiis, sp. n.

Head, pronotum, scutellum, and corium bronzy ochrnccous
;

head with three longitudinal black lines, the lateral ones
converging anteriorly ; antennoG with the basal joint bronzy
ochraceous, with a more or less distinct piceous line beneath,

second joint black, with its base ochraceous (remaining joints

mutilated in typical specimens) ; pronotal collar with the
margins and three longitudinal lines black, the central line

more prominent, posterior pronotal margin and the posterior

angles black ; clavus with the inner and outer margins and
the suture black

; corium with the costal marginal area paler

and bordered on each side with black, veins piceous
; mcm-

scaffolclings. He resorts to the method of .^jilicing with rope his radial
and taugeulial axes (standards, putlogs, and ledgers), because, w hen sepa-
rated, they are easier to trant^port in bundles.


